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ABOUT US

EXPERIENCE
DO ARCHITECTS | 2013 - present
Founding Partner, Chief Architect

DO ARCHITECTS creates architecture for people. A team of professional,
insightful, courageous, and environmentally sensitive people are working
on various and complex projects. Our goal is to create a good example of
change in the surrounding environment. Environment shapes people,
therefore we create inspiring, relaxing, and comfortable spaces to be.
Currently, DO ARCHITECTS brings together more than 40 architects,
urbanists, and interior architects with international experience. We are
proud to be nominees and winners of numerous national and
international architectural competitions. Our architecture and urban
design office is based in Vilnius, Lithuania.

OUR PROJECT EXAMPLES:
- Kindergarten “Pelėdžiukas“ wooden extension
- Ogmios City public space and urban transformation
- Vainiai Palace rehabilitation to a new public space in Vilnius old town
- Vinted office interior spaces and integration into Naugardukas street
- Farmers Circle transformation from an old farm to a multi-functional complex
- MO museum (together with Daniel Libeskind)
- Residential complex The Missionary Gardens on the edge of Vilnius’ old town
- Preila Lifeguard Station reconstruction with an amphitheatre
- Ongoing Lyceum and Hotel complex project with new public spaces

MBA/S studio| 2010 - 2012
Architect

Paleko ARCH studio| 2005 - 2010
Architect

ABOUT GILMA

Gilma is actively involved in the public life of architecture - attends
international conferences, writes articles on related topics,
organizes public lectures, seminars and discussions. Together with
various organizations, Gilma brings together a network of people
with good initiatives, ideas, and similar goals to be part of a change.
Gilma believes that words, work, and life must not differ - all new
ideas you need to try on yourself. Therefore, the DO ARCHITECTS
office is in a converted warehouse, Gilma herself lives in a
communal street neighborhood, rides a bicycle around the city,
buys vegetables at the local market. Advocate for an urban
lifestyle, active urban spaces, and street transformation.

RECOGNITIONS:
- along with her colleagues, has been nominated 6 times for Europe's most
prestigious Mies van der Rohe Awards for contemporary architecture;
- 3 projects received major prizes at Lithuanian Contemporary
Architecture Awards by decision of the international commission;
- Gilmas' final work was selected as the best in Lithuania, with a special
mention in Archiprix International Awards for architecture students.

E-mail: hello@doarchitects.lt
Website: www.doarchitects.lt
Instagram: do_architects

